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7PREFACE
100 million years ago volcanic ash fell over the sandstone of the 
Colorado Plateau and developed the carnotite ore deposits of the 
Uravan Mineral Belt.1 Twentieth century miners capitalized on this 
unique geological condition and established a landscape defined by 
industry. Manipulation of the land caused a shift in human occupation 
from a native population to one with a common economic goal. In 1914, 
Union Carbide founded the company town of Uravan, and as a 
byproduct the everyday experiences of residents formed a collective 
sense of place that is closely linked to the industry’s legacy. The site 
was, once again, redefined by a Superfund cleanup mandate in 1986 
that destroyed and buried all evidence of infrastructure. While a
spatial condition defined by memory will persist for the life span of 
the individuals who once lived in Uravan, the toxic material that the 
industry introduced to the landscape will remain for millennia.
1  Fischer, R.P and L.S. Hilbert. Geology of the Uravan Mineral Belt. United States.  
 Department of the Interior, 1-3.
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Part One 
FRAMEWORK
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ABSTRACT
The story of Uravan does not end with its erasure in 1986. The 74 
years of the town’s existence is only one chapter in the cyclical 
narrative of industry, individuals and the earth that shapes today’s 
political, economic and environmental discourse. Visitors to Uravan 
are active participants in this story’s ongoing development. The scale of 
this responsibility, however, is impossible to grasp. 
Without the architecture and artifact that make history tangible, 
Uravan’s legacy is invisible. All remains of the town’s infrastructure 
have been demolished, yet the site continues to be defined by 
its intangibility. The rubble of a destroyed company town is 
encapsulated in the ground for eternity. The memory of years 
dedicated to the industry lives on in the hearts and lungs of Uravan 
miners. The toxic byproducts of resource extraction now contaminate 
the very geological conditions that made the industry possible. 
Elimination of the entire town of Uravan is only rivaled in brilliance 
by the scale of global destruction that earth from the site made 
possible. The site’s physical absence demands an awareness by future 
generations of the power and repercussions that accompany industrial 
advancement. A choreographed sequence that draws on the narrative 
potential of Uravan’s void, illustrating the personal, environmental, and 
industrial histories entangled in the contaminated landscape, becomes 
an access point to engage visitors in the past, present, and future 
legacies of land use.
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The reclamation of industrial landscapes bridges the repercussions 
of past, present and future land use. Unlike restoration, which aims 
to return a landscape to a state prior to human occupation, 
reclamation creates an artificial ecology to allow a landscape to 
become re-programmable.1 This practice raises the same questions 
inherent to the adaptive reuse of buildings: What is the authenticity 
and new value of a site post intervention? What is preserved and 
what is erased in reclamation and restoration efforts? And ultimately, 
is there potential for a nuanced approach to reclamation that would 
more effectively communicate the layered conditions of a site?
 
Current intervention methods address measurable traits, such as 
radioactivity, groundwater contamination, and air quality. The result 
is a design intervention that prioritizes the future productivity of a 
landscape.2 While critical to the health of both humans and the 
planet, this adaptive reuse strategy diminishes the role of these sites 
as historic artifacts. The temporal, cultural and phenomenological 
qualities of contaminated landscapes reflect the complexity of 
human reliance on earth, which is necessary for future generations 
to understand when determining the fate of our planet.
Exhibiting the historical and cultural significance of contaminated 
landscapes has potential to shift the perception, and ultimately the 
legacy, of these sites. Rather than ignoring the toxic byproducts of 
human land use, waste can simultaneously communicate the 
monumentality of industrial advancement and the scale of its 
repercussions. The uranium tailing piles that litter the American 
southwest, for example, are a crucial chapter in the nation’s nuclear 
energy and defense narrative. We celebrate this history with built 
monuments, like the Trinity Site lava-rock obelisk that marks the 
hypocenter of the world’s first nuclear explosion. Trinity is protected 
by the National Register of Historic Places, and yet the quality 
that will stand testament to this site’s historic act for eternity is its 
radioactivity. The construction of a monument selectively memorializes 
a biased narrative, one of power and success. The everlasting nature of 
man-made waste, however, and the circumstances that caused its 
existence, illustrates a more nuanced version on this story. 
1  Berger, Alan. Reclaiming the American West. New York, NY: Princeton 
 Architectural Press, 2002, 61.
2  Berger, Reclaiming, 15-16.
LANDSCAPE RECLAMATION 
AS ADAPTIVE REUSE
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Part Two 
GUIDE 
PAST
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FUTURE
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WITHOUT WALLS? 
HOW DO YOU TELL THE STORY 
OF A PLACE THAT 
NO LONGER EXISTS?  
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BOUND BY / TO / IN EARTH
The story of Uravan deserves to be told. Given the destruction of all 
infrastructural evidence of the town’s 100-year history, the site as a 
current void holds narrative power. “Bound By/To/In Earth” allows the 
landscape to become a storyteller. Through shifting existing material 
from below to above ground, positive and negative spaces are created 
for the natural elements to reactivate. Light, shadow, and wind 
confront the introduced forms to highlight what used to exist and what 
will remain for millennia. Each phenomenological experience in this 
choreographed sequence is situated in a void space significant to 
Uravan’s evolution, whether it represent the industrial, environmental or 
personal histories that shaped this landscape.
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NARRATIVE COMPONENTS
Given the cyclical nature of this narrative, “Bound By/To/In Earth” is not 
a chronological progression. Rather, the series of nodes defined along a 
boundary-less path each represent the past, present and future legacies 
of the site. By bringing each of these temporal layers to the surface, the 
histories encapsulated in the landscape are forced into dialogue with 
one another.  
A NON-LINEAR TIMELINE
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A CYCLICAL DEPENDENCY
The story begins inside the only structure that stands in Uravan today: 
an office building for UMETCO Minerals Corporation, a subsidiary of the 
company that founded the town and the responsible party for the site’s 
environmental remediation. The plot of land that hosts this building was 
formerly Uravan’s “Block G,” a zone of private residences.
The UMETCO Minerals Corporation office was built in 1986 at the start 
of the Superfund cleanup. The building is a metal structure, constructed 
with steel I-beams to support metal siding. As the only remaining 
infrastructure on site, the UMETCO building represents the dominating 
role of industry in the town’s foundation and destruction. The hierarchy 
that existed in Uravan, based on an individual’s role within the industrial 
system, continues to exist on the site today. There is no visible 
indication that this site was home to thousands of residents, but 
UMETCO’s presence is undeniable. 
For the majority of the past three decades, UMETCO has stored 
artifacts and files belonging to the local Rimrocker Historical Society 
in the garage. These items, however, were recently transferred to 
Michigan where DOW Chemical, the owners of UMETCO, are based. 
The Rimrockers were made aware of this transfer long after the fact.1 
UMETCO has promised the building to the Rimrocker Historical Society 
to house an on-site museum for Uravan’s history once the cleanup of 
the site is complete. 
1 Thompson, Jane. “Tour of Uravan.” Interview by author. December 17, 2017.
STOP A: UMETCO Building + Uravan House
UMETCO MINERALS CORPORATION OFFICE
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Prior to the destruction of Uravan’s infrastructure, an attempt was made 
to salvage buildings that could serve as low income housing for sur-
rounding towns. A handful were purchased and relocated offsite. Today 
they can be found in varying conditions throughout the region, known 
as Paradox Valley. As summarized by a former Uravan resident, anyone 
that lived in Uravan recognizes these structures as Uravan houses.
One of the relocated Uravan buildings, an original “Block B” house, 
currently sits along State Highway 90 in Bedrock, CO, about 17 miles 
from Uravan. The house is a single story with a gross square footage of 
approximately 400 square feet. It is wood construction with a gabled 
roof and a side passage floorplan.
As one of the few remaining artifacts from Uravan’s former existence, 
this house raises a myriad of questions regarding the occupants of 
Uravan and their relation to the company town. The house has been 
relocated at least once, emphasizing its role as a historical object.
ORIGINAL “BLOCK B” HOUSE
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By sinking the original Uravan house within the UMETCO 
building, a dialogue is sparked between between two 
important stakeholders in the site’s narrative - the 
industry and the individuals - that were dependent, on 
but ultimately caused the destruction of, each other.
Considering that the industry driven chemical company 
and the former residents of Uravan would not have 
existed without one another, vilification is not the goal 
of this design intervention. Reappropriating the UMETCO 
building communicates a sense of reclamation by the 
people of Uravan, but it also reinforces their continued 
dependency on and desire to reinstate industry in a 
landscape that has suffered tremendously to support 
human life. 
The relocation of the Uravan house, which has already 
been moved once, back to the original site is also a 
method of reclamation. The house serves as a trigger 
for the site’s collective memory while memorializing the 
capabilities and failings of human ingenuity.
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URAVAN MILL WORKERS, 1955 - 1980
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HEALTH EFFECTS OF URANIUM MINE/MILL WORK
STUDY ONE: “JOURNAL OF RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION”
US Mortality RateUravan Female Residents 
and Mill Workers
(SMR .90)
Uravan Miners
(SMR 2.0)
CONCLUSION:  High levels of radon in the mines coupled with 
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Uravan existed solely as a company town. The industry in charge
maintained strict control over every aspect of the community’s 
development, from yard appearance to dog barking complaints.1 
The lives of residents were entirely intertwined with the growth of 
the industry, reflected in the town’s fluctuating population with the 
economic demand for radium, vanadium and uranium.
The close relationship between the industry and the individuals of 
Uravan is reflected in the health decline of former miners. An increase 
in lung cancer in miners is attributed to both an excessive exposure to 
radon progeny, a decay product of uranium, as well as heavy use of 
tobacco products. Uranium itself, however, is not a proven carcinogenic. 
A mortality study published in the Journal of Radiological Protection 
examined approximately 3500 individuals who lived in Uravan for at 
least one year between 1936 and 1984. The study concludes that there 
is indeed a significant increase in lung cancer in the 459 residents who 
worked in underground mines, but not in the 767 female residents or 
the 622 mill workers.2
1 Hardcastle, John A. Halfway Between Nobody Knows Where and Somebody’s  
 Starting Point: A History of the West End of Montrose County, Colorado. Master’s  
 thesis, Utah State University, 1998, 188. 
2  Jr, John D Boice, Sarah S. Cohen, Michael T. Mumma, Bandana Chadda, and 
 William J. Blot. “Mortality among residents of Uravan, Colorado who lived near  
 a uranium mill, 1936–84.” Journal of Radiological Protection 27, no. 3 (2007): 299- 
 319. doi:10.1088/0952-4746/27/3/004. 
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STOP 2: “Block B” Neighborhood
Uravan’s urban plan included distinct housing blocks characterized by 
construction type. The “Block B” Neighborhood, which was the original 
location for the Uravan house seen in Stop A, was home to the high 
ranking, salaried employees of Joe Jr. Mill. These houses, however, were 
relatively small, measuring only 650-1000 square feet. Compared to the 
tar-paper rough slab construction of blocks C, D, E and F, Block B 
offered the residents frame construction with a concrete foundation. 
Union Carbide’s control over residents continued into the distribution 
of housing. A formula known as the “housing factor” derived in the 
1950s considered a worker’s salary and the number of months he 
had dedicated to the company. This determined the worker’s 
placement within Uravan’s distinct residential zones. In later years, 
the number and sex of a worker’s dependents also became a factor 
in housing placement.1
Once assigned to their housing blocks, many residents took pride in 
establishing a home. When offered the chance to relocate within the 
town to larger plots, it was common for workers and their families to 
stay committed to their original property.2 
1  Hardcastle, John A, Halfway Between Halfway Between Nobody Knows Where  
 and Somebody’s Starting Point: A History of the West End of Montrose County, 
 Colorado. Master’s thesis, Utah State University, 1998, 183.
2  Hardcastle, Halfway Between,  175 - 182. 
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After viewing the original house as an artifact within 
the UMETCO building, visitors encounter the memory 
of a neighborhood lost. By excavating the earth around 
the original footprints of the “Block B” houses, their 
physical presence is reintroduced to the site. This 
presence is emphasized by their ability to, once again, 
cast shadow. Navigating between the soil masses 
recreates the sense of place that former residents still 
hold for their home town.
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A dusty dirty mining town 
And certainly not very pretty, 
Closed in between two canyon walls, 
Ninety miles to the nearest city.
We don’t have much in Uravan
And not much to be thankful for:
A post office, drug store, garage
And, oh yes, There’s the friendly store.
But there are some things I would like 
To name----- and here’s a few:
Our kids are home in bed by nine
There’s nothing else to do.
The town’s employment rate 
Has hit an all time low,
Because if you don’t work here, Mister
Then you pack your duds and blow!
There is no crime in Uravan
No robberies, rapes or drugs.
Our kids COULD walk the street at 
night
And worry not of getting slugged.
Our loyalty runs pretty high 
In this “dirty dismal mining town.”
We sorta take offense to it
When someone tries to put us down.
Oh yes, we’re proud of Uravan
The town that never sleeps.
For Carbide’s mill runs day and night
And seven days a week.
And so in passing, may I say
Before I put my pen to bed.
What other ONE WHOLE TOWN can say
We thank you for our daily bread.
So if by chance the AEC or Willard Wurtz
Would close us down.
Then everyone in Uravan
Would leave this dismal mining town.
I wonder how our cause would go
If to Montrose we fled
And sent this note to Welfare
“Thank you for our daily Bread.”
-- Gerry Black Early
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STOP 3: Mill Site
In 1914, Standard Chemical Company built the original mill at Uravan, 
called the Joe Jr Mill. At this point in history, the extraction of radium 
was in high economic demand for its medical use. The mill processed 
ore from the neighboring Club Mesa mines until 1928 when the market 
crashed and Standard Chemical Company sold to the United States 
Vanadium Corporation. 
Used as a steel alloy, vanadium increased in demand during World 
War I. The Joe Jr Mill processed vanadium for the Metal’s Reserve 
Corporation until 1944, when once again, the industry folded.
Uravan and its mill found a third use as a uranium processor for 
both nuclear defense and energy production, and US Vanadium 
merged into Union Carbide. The Colorado Plateau produced 14 percent 
of the uranium used in the Manhattan Project’s atomic bombs, and 
66 percent of that came from Uravan. Following the war, the value 
of uranium continued with federal support for nuclear energy 
exploration. Competition from foreign markets, however,  caused 
a crash in the domestic market and the Uravan mill closed in 1984.1
1. Marty Alexandroff and Winter & Company, Historic Context of Uravan, Colorado, 1881 
- 1984, February 1995. Prepared for UMETCO Minerals Corporation, Museum of Western 
Colorado, Town of Naturita.
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To mark the footprint of the original Joe Jr. Mill, a 
monolithic form constructed with rammed earth grows 
from the hillside. Physically slicing the landscape, this 
intervention illustrates the scale of the industry’s former 
presence and impact within the town. Slivers of light act 
as a wayfinding mechanism through the void spaces, 
defined by shadow.
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The spacing, size, and grade of carnotite ore deposits in the Uravan 
Mineral Belt is geologically significant. The manipulation of this resource 
as a weapon of mass destruction, however, extends the site’s 
significance from merely physical to historical, sociological, and ethical. 
To visit this site of production without acknowledging the 
monumental destruction it caused is to dismiss the importance of 
these coordinates. Uravan will forever be spatially, personally, and 
geologically linked to Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Japan. 
URAVAN, COLORADO - 1940 URAVAN, COLORADO - 2018
HIROSHIMA, JAPAN - 1945 HIROSHIMA, JAPAN - 2018
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The future of uranium mining in the United States is currently under 
scrutiny. As a country that relies on uranium to fuel nuclear energy 
reactors, which produce 20% of the nation’s energy consumption, only 
11% of the resource is mined locally.1 The number of active uranium 
mines in the US drastically dropped in the 1970s and 80s due to a 
decline in the economic value of the resource.
A proposal for the first new uranium mill since the Cold War, which 
would be constructed a few miles from Uravan, is on hold following 
a deep split in regional support. Simultaneously, the Obama 
administration is criticized for allowing Russia a share in Canada’s 
Uranium One, which has stakes in US uranium mining facilities. Finally, 
evidence is surfacing of the uranium industry’s influence in Trump’s 
decision to reduce Bears Ears Monument by 85%, which would open 
access to the only existing uranium mill in the country.2 
1 “US Nuclear Industry.” US Energy Information Administration . August 31, 2017.  
 Accessed January 26, 2018. “US Nuclear Industry.” Nuclear - Energy Explained, .  
 August 31, 2017.
2 Tabuchi, Hiroko. “Uranium Miners Pushed Hard for a Comeback. They 
 Got Their Wish.” The New York Times, January 13, 2018. Accessed April   
 29, 2018. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/13/climate/trump-uranium-bears- 
 ears.html?smprod=nytcore-ipad&smid=nytcore-ipad-share. 
NATIONAL MONUMENT REDUCTION, 2017
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STOP 4: Boarding House and Recreation Hall
Uravan’s town center included two key community buildings: the 
Boarding House and the Recreation Hall. The Boarding House was 
built in 1912-1914 to house the single male workers employed at 
Standard Chemical Company’s Joe Jr. Mill. It was a symmetrical, two 
story, wood frame structure that contained sleeping rooms, a 
dining room and kitchen. The structure was spared from the 
Superfund cleanup of Uravan in 1986 and designated a Historic 
Property on the State Registry in 1994. The registration of the building 
notes its significance in the historical and social development of Uravan 
and thus in the greater development of the industrialized west.
The Recreation Hall was built off site in the 1930s for the Civilian 
Conservation Camp at Mesa Verde and translocated to Uravan to serve 
as a Recreation Hall for the Army Corps during World War II. It was 
reclaimed by the community after the war as the heart of their social 
life and expanded in the 1950s to accommodate the community’s 
growing needs. 
This structure was also a two story, wood frame construction that 
contained a large hall with a stage, a kitchen and a projection room. 
The flexible space was used for church services, holiday parties, 
movies nights, roller skating, theatre productions, boy scout and girl 
scout meetings, basketball games and many more activities. The 
basement housed both a library and shooting range. 
Although it was introduced to Uravan a few decades after the Boarding 
House, the Recreation Hall represents the heart of the resident 
community. It provided a gathering space for the already closely-knit 
town, and therefore plays a crucial role in the individual experiences of 
every resident. 
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In 1996, the Rimrocker Historical Society received state funding 
through the Colorado Historical Society, which was matched by 
UMETCO Chemical Company, to restore the Boarding House and 
Recreation Hall. This included roof replacement, environmental 
mitigation, and porch repairs, with the intention of revitalizing a 
historic district of Uravan. The restoration was completed in 2001. 
However, in 2007, UMETCO notified the Rimrocker Historical Society 
that the buildings would be destroyed due to the presence of black 
mold, and a few days later they were burned to the ground.
These two structures represent the full cycle of human occupation of 
Uravan for industry, from initiation to destruction. They are not only 
significant as a physical incubator of civilian presence in the site, but 
also illustrate the powerful control that the industrial companies held 
and continue to hold over this landscape.
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The introduced subterranean spaces occupy and 
physically connect the Boarding House and Recreation 
Hall’s former footprints. A sliver of light defines the 
outline of each void, creating an atmosphere that 
memorializes the buildings’ former existence and 
pivotal roles within the community. Once again, light 
acts as a wayfinding mechanism as two skylights lead 
the visitors to the connecting artery.
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STOP 5: River Settling Ponds
Although uranium in its natural form is mildly radioactive, the 
industrial process to extract the element from carnotite ore is what 
has detrimental repercussions to the environment. To transform the 
rock into valuable “yellowcake,” the intermediate state before uranium 
is enriched for energy use, the ore is crushed into small particles and 
leached using sulfuric acid.1  This process produces a fine sand-like 
waste, known as tailings. An additional waste product is the leftover 
blend of liquid chemicals, which during the era of Uravan’s industrial 
development, was deposited in settling ponds to clarify before being 
discharged into the San Miguel River. When the ponds were in use, an 
estimated 10 to 40-gallons per minute of contaminated liquid seeped 
into the river.2 
While reclamation of the river bed is complete, the physical space that 
the former settling ponds occupied is forever altered. The detrimental 
impact of the industry on the earth is hard to comprehend given the 
lack of visible evidence. Today, the ponds are a clear red flag of the lack 
of knowledge held by industrial developers and town residents during 
the early twentieth century. This is a mistake that future generations 
should learn from rather than ignore evidence of.
1 “Uranium Mines and Mills.” EPA. December 02, 2010. Accessed May 04, 2018.  
 https://www3.epa.gov/radtown/uranium-mines-mills.html.
2 United States. Environmental Protection Agency. Region 8. Five-Year Review  
 Report for Uravan Uranium Project (Union Carbide). Denver, CO, 2005.
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Using the earth excavated in preceding interventions, a 
mound built on land formerly occupied by the settling 
ponds stands monument to the site’s history of refuse. 
While it is impossible to salvage the 290,000 cubic 
yards, or roughly 90 Olympic swimming pools, worth 
of waste that contaminated the river and surrounding 
site, the unnatural geometry and overbearing quality 
of the created form marks the area as a site of trauma. 
The path that passes through the mass acts as an artery 
between the original mill, the river that it contaminated, 
and the final burial site for the reclaimed waste.
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STOP 6: Burial Pit
The series of mounds that define roughly 100 football fields worth of 
Uravan’s landscape are the only visible indication of the site’s history of 
intervention. Referred to by the EPA as Tailings Pile Two, the northern 
most heap was once the original dump for the mill’s tailings and now 
holds Uravan in its entirety. 
A former resident reminisces the effort gone to preserve artifacts 
during the town’s erasure, describing climbing into the pit to collect 
street signs and other nostalgia.1 Overlooking the void of the former 
town, the burial pit represents the collision of the three narratives that 
define the site - the industry, the earth and the individuals.
1 Thompson, Jane. “Tour of Uravan.” Interview by author. December 17, 2017. 
THE MONUMENTALITY OF WASTE
URAVAN MILL TAILINGS PILE
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Given that the burial pit is already made visible through 
design intervention - the physical mound that contains 
the site’s radioactive contents - no additional form is 
needed. Instead a staircase is implemented to provide 
access to the monumental form at eye level. As the 
conclusion to the narrative sequence, the intervention 
ends with a clear confrontation of past, present and 
future legacies of industrial expansion.
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CONCLUSION
The fate of Uravan is not an anomaly. Company towns across the 
United States have come and gone, with the politics of industrial 
development shaping the personal lives of everyday Americans. With 
“more than 130 acres of federal western landscape... [needed] to be 
reclaimed over the next two hundred years,”1 it is critical for future 
generations to acknowledge and learn from the lessons of our industrial 
past. Reclaiming Uravan’s landscape with narrative will influence the 
region’s legacy of land use and ensure that the stories embedded in the 
town’s erasure are not forgotten
1 Berger, Alan. Reclaiming the American West. New York, NY: Princeton 
 Architectural Press, 2002, 30.
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